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Director’s Letter

Dear Delegates,

My name is Ethan Curtis and I would like to personally welcome all of you to

ABBYMUN 2022. I am currently enrolled in St. Michaels University School, Vancouver Island,

and it is my pleasure to be serving as your Director, alongside Maya Nino, your esteemed Chair,

and Arjun Sidhu, your honorable Assistant Director for this year's iteration.

I first started attending MUN conferences in 2019 and have since made priceless

memories and friendships, worked with many motivational leaders, and improved vital

leadership skills as a result. All of these elements, inherent to the MUN experience, have

together strengthened my love for debating pressing issues and public speaking. I hope that this

conference can contribute to a similar set of unforgettable experiences, motivating you all to

attend many more in the near future.

INTERPOL is an international organization that facilitates worldwide police cooperation

and crime control. This year, INTERPOL will be focused on cryptocurrency and money

laundering. The committee topic, focusing on a domain that has only been brought into existence

over the past decade, requires a meticulous level of thought and an ability to view this issue

through a more creative lens, particularly given the fewer resources available when compared to

a less novel issue. As delegates, I profoundly encourage you to utilize this background guide as a

source to gain a deep understanding of the topic at hand. I advise you all to delve below the

surface and come up with creative solutions to this urgent subject.

I believe that every successful Model United Nations conference should open up a new

glistening door to another perspective on the world, and leave a lasting impact that hopefully

allows every one of you to learn something new. Whether you are an experienced veteran or a
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brand new, bright-eyed beginner delegate, I will try my very best to provide an environment

where you will experience fruitful debate.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me or any of the other dias members
at interpol.abbymun@gmail.com. I wish you the best of luck!

Sincerely,

Ethan Curtis
AbbyMUN 2022

Introduction to Model UN

What is Model UN?

Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is a political simulation where

students role-play as delegates to simulate the United Nations. This is an extracurricular activity

and is generally done through MUN conferences which are organized by high schools across

Canada. During conferences, you are eligible for awards which include best position paper, best

new delegate, honorable mention, outstanding delegate, and lastly, best delegate, for which you

receive a gavel. Through MUN you gain the skills of research, public speaking, debating,

collaborating, and writing expertise. Students are to give detailed speeches on their nation's

position and offer possible solutions. Additionally, students are recommended to write a position

paper on their given topic describing its history, solutions, etc. Position papers are mandatory to

be considered for an award.

Recommendations for choosing a country

When picking a country it is crucial to find one that is the most suitable for you.
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Consider the following:

1. Is my country challenging and can I step outside my comfort zone?

2. Is my country involved in the topic at hand or would I be rather less involved?

3. Is there substantial information about the country’s history and actions on the topic at

hand?

4. Can I feel comfortable coming up with viable solutions and providing overall quality to

the debate within this country?

5. Can I provide statistics and reliable information to my fellow delegates?

Research Tips

Research is one of the reasons why some people are reluctant to join MUN. From the

lack of available information or the sophisticated use of language, research can prove quite

arduous for many beginner delegates. Nevertheless, the more research you do, the more

confident and knowledgeable you will feel about the topic and the country you are representing.

For many, Wikipedia is seen as an unreliable source. It is a great starting point but it should not

be your only source of information. A great way to obtain more information is through the

‘further reading’ section of the backgrounder. Additionally, you should research areas like

culture, economics, politics, history, and governmental organizations relating to the topic.

The United Nations

The United Nations (UN) is an international body established on October 24, 1945, after

World War II. The UN was the second attempt to create an international organization after the

failure of the League of Nations, which was created in 1919. The UN’s office is currently located

in New York City with additional headquarters in Geneva, Vienna, and Nairobi. The officials

include Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish. The objective of the UN is to

maintain peace and security, develop friendly relations, and solve global implications with

respect to the basics of human rights. In addition, the United Nations is split into 6 sections: The
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Security Council, General Assembly (includes DISEC), Economic and Social Council,

International Court of Justice, Secretariat, and Trusteeship Council.

Committee Overview

The International Policing Body, commonly referred to as INTERPOL, was founded in

1923 as a body to address crimes from an international perspective. While policing bodies would

regularly cooperate before this time, there was not an official framework at this scale. The

objectives of INTERPOL are best laid out in Articles 2 and 3 of the organization’s constitution:

- Article II Its aims are: (1) To ensure and promote the widest possible mutual assistance

between all criminal police authorities within the limits of the laws existing in the different

countries and in the spirit of the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”; (2) To establish and

develop all institutions likely to contribute effectively to the prevention and suppression of

ordinary law crimes.

- Article III It is strictly forbidden for the Organization to undertake any intervention or

activities of a political, military, religious, or racial character.

While the media has regularly portrayed INTERPOL as a policing body itself, this is

false. The organization has no agents and lacks any jurisdiction in enforcing laws anywhere.

Instead, the organization serves to coordinate policing efforts between local bodies. If for

instance, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service tracked a person of interest to Germany,

they may lack the language skills or logistical knowledge to continue the investigation.

INTERPOL serves to coordinate the efforts of international bodies so that investigations can

continue across these informational divides.

INTERPOL has also served to coordinate operations to take down global criminal operations.

INTERPOL’s capacity to allocate resources and provide coordinated, consistent communication

across policing institutions allows such operations to be swiftly organized and put in motion.
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Topic Overview

Money laundering is the process of disguising the proceeds of crime and integrating them

into the legitimate financial system. Thanks to technology, criminals can use a new method to

launder money: cryptocurrency. A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that uses

cryptography for security. A defining feature of a cryptocurrency is its fundamental nature: it is

not issued by any central authority, rendering it theoretically immune to government interference

or manipulation.

To launder money via cryptocurrencies, criminals open online accounts with digital

currency exchanges, which accept fiat currency from traditional bank accounts. Then, they start a

‘cleansing’ process (mixing and layering), i.e., moving money into the cryptocurrency system by

using mixers, tumblers, and chain hopping (also called cross-currency). Money is moved from

one cryptocurrency into another, across digital currency exchanges — the less regulated the

better — to create a money trail that is almost impossible to track. They can also use privacy

coins, cryptocurrencies designed to enhance anonymity, such as Monero and Zcash. During the

cleansing, criminals deploy various tumblers to spin addresses and make it increasingly harder

for investigators to follow the transaction’s path. They obfuscate the origin and receipt of

cryptocurrencies by mixing an initial amount of cryptocurrency with other cryptocurrencies, and

then send smaller units of cryptocurrency to a chosen address, totaling the original amount minus

one to three percent (taken as a profit by the coin mixing company). Once the money’s origin is

properly murky, the funds are integrated into the legitimate financial system. According to the

“Cryptocurrency Anti-Money Laundering Report,” criminals also use theft and gambling to

launder cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrencies pose a significant challenge for financial institutions and anti-money

laundering programs. While investors are currently active in this market, formal regulations are

still evolving in many countries. Efforts to de-anonymize cryptocurrencies have led to the

creation of new coins that are designed to be less anonymous and to the emergence of tools to
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analyze transaction records of existing coins to define user behavior and identities. In 2019

alone, approximately $4.26 billion was stolen from exchanges and users by criminals.

Past Actions (Regional)

Crypto AML Regulations: North America

In the United States, the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2020 (AMLA) brought into the

scope of the Bank Secrecy Act any providers that deal with virtual assets and digital assets. Since

then, however, crypto regulations in the US have continued to move at a rapid pace. In March

2022, President Biden signed an Executive Order on Ensuring Responsible Development of

Digital Assets (EO).

In Canada, cryptocurrency offering providers are treated as issuers of securities, and

dealers in virtual currencies must register as money service businesses (MSBs). Additional

requirements are set out in Canada’s Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist

Financing Regulations (PCMLTFRs).

Crypto AML Regulations: Europe

Across the European Union, crypto regulations are currently governed by the 5th

Anti-Money Laundering Directive, which brought crypto-to-fiat exchanges and custodial wallets

into scope. However, the EU is introducing a new AML/CFT package that will have significant

implications for cryptoasset service providers.

The United Kingdom’s government has announced plans to make the country a global

cryptoasset technology hub — including recognizing stablecoins as a form of payment. The

government is also reviewing cryptoassets as part of its wider look at the country’s economic

crime legislation. The UK’s regulator — the FCA — has issued Dear CEO letters on managing

cryptoasset risks and also recently issued a joint statement from UK financial regulatory

authorities on sanctions and the cryptoasset sector.
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Crypto AML Regulations: Asia Pacific

Australia treats cryptoassets as either financial products regulated by the Australian

Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) or as consumer products regulated by the

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). Cryptoasset exchanges or

cryptoasset secondary service providers (CASSPrs) are registered with AUSTRAC for

AML/CFT purposes.

In Singapore, cryptoassets are regulated under the Payment Services Act (PSA) as

“digital payment tokens” (DPTs), and cryptoasset providers are regulated as “digital payment

token services.” They must be authorized by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). The

country’s recently passed Financial Services and Markets Bill 2022 also brings into the scope of

local regulation cryptoasset firms that are located in Singapore but offer their services abroad.

The bill also introduced important new licensing requirements and powers for MAS.

Japan was one of the first countries to introduce crypto-specific regulations, with

different types of tokens subject to different types of regulation. Their regulatory status is

enshrined in the Payment Services Act. The country’s next regulatory moves are likely to relate

to crypto exchanges, in part to help manage sanctions risks associated with Russia.

By contrast, in China, only the country’s own digital yuan is accepted as legal tender,

with all other cryptocurrency transactions banned as of September 2021. Individuals are not yet

banned from holding cryptocurrencies, however.

Possible Solutions

While crypto-based exchanges advertise user annonymity, both parties that participate in an

exchange have the contents and identification codes of their crypto-wallets publicly available.

When crypto is used to transfer funds illegally, the criminals oftentimes have access to thousands

of individual wallets, distributing the funds among them, and making the time and location at

which the funds where tranferred difficult to determine. This difficulty particularly holds true
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should the governments that are investigating be unable to allocate the sufficient technological

resources required for said identification.

Solutions:

i - (Government-based) A possible solution to this issue is the establishment of an

INTERPOL unit, didecating to identifying the users that are illicitly transferring funds on

the blockchain by recurrsively investigating the trades that occur between suspicious

wallet ID’s.

ii - (Private-based) Holding crypto exchanges accountable for any money laundering that

occurs on their platforms, hence requiring them to establish an investigation team

themselves.

Guiding Questions

1) What is your country’s stance on Crypto Currency and Money Laundering?

2) Has your country implemented any preventive measures? If so, what?

3) How is your country influenced by Crypto Currency and Money Laundering? How does the

issue affect its economy?

4) How should we reduce the illegal transferring of funds when such movement is facilitated by

the blockchain, a system by which the transferring of wealth is actualized with comparative

anonymity to alternatives?
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Further Research

1. https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/what-is-cryptocurrency

2. https://www.reuters.com/legal/transactional/cryptocurrency-anti-money-laundering-enfor
cement-2022-09-26/#:~:text=With%20crypto%2C%20money%20launderers%20may,pro
of%20of%20identity%2C%20within%20seconds.

3. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-60072195

4. https://www.bakertilly.com/insights/cryptocurrency-and-money-laundering
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